2020 COURSE OFFERINGS
ENGLISH LANGUAGE & VOCATIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTIONS
UNIVERSITIES

English Language Programs (ELICOS)

English Language Programs have been developed to improve your English language skills as well as to offer a pathway into a vocational or higher education course. Some of the English courses on offer in Cairns are:
- General English
- IELTS Preparation
- English for Academic Purposes (EAP)
- Cambridge Examination Preparation
- High School Preparation
- Diving English

These courses are proudly offered by:

Business, Accounting and Leadership Management

By studying business, you will develop an understanding of the dynamics and principles underlying effective business operations. Gain expertise in key business strategies, people management, human resources and business marketing. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:
- Certificate
- Diploma
- Advanced Diploma
- Bachelor

Accounting courses offers a range of accredited courses from undergraduate to postgraduate level. They are designed with the support of experienced industry advisory boards to ensure our graduates are job-ready. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:
- Bachelor
- Masters

The Leadership and Management courses offered reflect the role of individuals who apply specialised knowledge and skills, together with experience in leadership and management, across a range of enterprise and industry contexts. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:
- Certificate
- Diploma
- Advanced Diploma

These courses are proudly offered by:
Creative Arts
An Arts qualification can open the door to many opportunities. Develop a global understanding, critical thinking and build skills and knowledge through hands-on field experiences. If you find people fascinating, or wonder about why we do what we do, have a passion to expand your knowledge about the world and the big challenges facing humanity in the 21st Century. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:
- Diploma
- Bachelor

Aviation
CQUniversity’s new Aviation facility, located at Cairns International airport, provides students with a unique educational experience. With Lecturers from airline backgrounds, a location within an international airport and airline partnerships, CQUniversity’s Cairns Aviation Centre provides an exceptional aviation education and training opportunity. CQUniversity’s Cairns Aviation Centre has partnered with regional airline Hinterland Aviation, to provide the practical flight components of the Bachelor of Aviation (Commercial Pilot) course. After successfully completing the three year course, an international student will be able to obtain a Commercial Pilot Licence and a Multi-engine Command Instrument Rating. The highly integrated course combines extensive ground theory with practical flight training thus providing the very best flight education and training. Students wishing to continue their flight training have the opportunity to undertake additional flight training such as a turbine endorsement after they finish the course.
Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:
- Bachelor

Education & Childcare
Learn about the intellectual, social, emotional, physical and educational needs of children and the education framework to develop, support the rights and safety of children. Build your skills in programming, planning care routines and understanding children’s cognitive development. A focus on offering opportunities to teach in various communities produces Education graduates who make life matter. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:
- Certificate
- Diploma
- Bachelor

These courses are proudly offered by:
**Engineering & Planning**
There are a variety of engineering course options to suit your goals, interests and skill level. Engineering courses explore the fields of engineering, maintenance and asset management, and project management, providing career entry, career advancement, skill specialisation, electrical and mechanical. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:
- Diploma
- Bachelor

These courses are proudly offered by:

**Environment and Horticulture**
The horticultural sector includes everything from plant care to landscape management. Studying horticulture can set you on the path to becoming a greenskeeper, arborist, or landscaper, as well as opening up a range of generalist horticulture roles in nurseries, parks, and gardens. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:
- Certificate

These courses are proudly offered by:

**Hairdressing and Beauty**
Hairdressing courses will prepare you to perform the full range of client services including consultation and advice, hair and scalp treatments, haircutting, hair design and colour. Beauty courses including make up, nail technology, and laser hair reduction will provide hands-on training and learn essential salon business skills. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:
- Diploma

These courses are proudly offered by:
Health

Health Studies refers to a broad range of positions in the health industry. Studies are designed to improve the wellbeing of individuals and communities. Experience a world-class education in health science, humanitarian assistance, nursing, rehabilitation, dental and social work. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:
- Diploma
- Bachelor
- Graduate Certificate

These courses are proudly offered by:

Hospitality and Tourism

The hospitality and tourism industry offers a variety of exciting career pathways. Whether you want an entry-level, supervisory, or management position in accommodation, casinos, clubs, food and beverage, or restaurants, these courses will get you there. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:
- Certificate
- Diploma
- Bachelor
- Masters

These courses are proudly offered by:

Information Technology

IT courses offers a range of qualifications in telecommunications, information, digital media, and technology with specialisations available in support, network administration, and web technologies. These programs will provide you with the opportunity to become a skilled, innovative and work-ready professional in the information technology industry. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:
- Certificate
- Diploma
- Bachelor

These courses are proudly offered by:
**Instrumentation**

This qualification provides students with critical skills and knowledge in instrumentation and process automation and control. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:

- Certificate

These courses are proudly offered by:
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**Law**

Enhance your employability within the legal industry and learn all the areas of law required to satisfy professional accreditation through the Legal Practitioners Admissions Board. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:

- Bachelor

These courses are proudly offered by:
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**Marketing and Communication**

The Marketing courses will give you an in-depth understanding of the range of communication methods you can use to meet an organisation’s marketing objectives. This qualification covers the fundamentals to the in depth of marketing and consumer behaviour, advertising, networking, risk management, direct marketing and sales promotion. Part of this marketing course is also focuses on international marketing trends and cultures. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:

- Certificate
- Diploma

These courses are proudly offered by:
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Science

Science is a leader in discovering innovative solutions to complex problems. The courses are designed to empower students to discover, explore and pioneer innovative solutions through a strong focus on building hands-on, practical skills. Levels of Qualifications on offer in Cairns are:

- Diploma
- Bachelor

These courses are proudly offered by:
POSTGRADUATE STUDY

In this section most of the Postgraduate study is offered by:

**Doctoral**
Graduates at this level will have systematic and critical understanding of a complex field of learning and specialised research skills for the advancement of learning and/or for professional practice. The ability for critical analysis and research that makes a significant and original contribution to the knowledge and understanding of the field of study. The range of areas offering a qualification at this level are:

- Education
- Philosophy (Arts, Education, Humanities, Sciences, Engineering, Health), IT, Management
- Public Health
- Professional Studies
- Tropical Environmental Management

**Masters programs (Research or Coursework)**
Graduates at this level will have specialised knowledge and skills for research, and/or professional practice and/or further learning. A Masters qualification from one of our universities can help you get there. The Universities can offered a range of masters programs in the areas of:

- Applied Science and Health Science
- Arts
- Business
- Communication
- Education
- Engineering
- Information Technology
- Philosophy
- Social Science
- Tourism and Hospitality
Graduate Certificates and Diplomas

Graduates at this level will have advanced knowledge and skills for professional or highly skilled work and/or further learning. Graduates at this level will apply knowledge and skills to demonstrate autonomy, well-developed judgement, adaptability and responsibility as a practitioner or learner. A range of qualifications are offered in the areas of:

- Sustainable Tourism
- Education
- Research Methods
- Science
- Dental Implantology
- Global Development
- Orthodontics
- Social Science

PLEASE NOTE

- Always check the specific entry requirements for your chosen course with the provider.
- The courses are subject to change and the Education Provider reserves the right to accept or deny entry into their courses.
- The requirements set out above may not necessarily be the requirements a student must meet to obtain a student visa. Please refer to the Department of Home Affairs for specific information.

www.homeaffairs.gov.au